
TruCare Utilization Management

Casenet’s TruCare® Utilization Management (UM) module supports the full scope of UM 
workflows leading to improvements in productivity, member interactions, and compliance.  
With the ability to define for services, patient populations, and organizational alignment, 
TruCare UM has built-in automated authorization processes, integrated medical  review tools, 
and system-guided workflows to strengthen the member, provider, and user experience by

• authorizing appropriate, high-quality care every time,
• achieving regulatory compliance,
• fostering stronger relationships with providers, and
• ensuring consistent, efficient, and appropriate utilization.

TruCare UM unites prospective, concurrent, and retrospective data on the same platform 
as member care management initiatives and synchronizes with administrative systems, 
portals and operational processes.

Benefits of Utilization Management

Using the Differential Care Management™ (DCM) framework and your specific programs 
and business rules, TruCare coordinates all UM, case and disease management, and quality 
programs in a single platform for unique and complex populations. Using population-
specific UM rules segmented by line of business, TruCare ensures the right UM rules are 
automatically applied  to authorizations every time, eliminating errors, re-work, and   
inappropriate approvals and denials.

Align UM Processes by Line of Business



The TruCare Pre-Screener™ quickly notifies users if an authorization is needed. With minimal 
data entry, the Pre-Screener provides authorization rule results and next steps for review, 
determination, and notification. Users are notified of results and system-guided workflow 
begins for authorizations requiring clinical review, secondary review or additional processing.

Accelerate UM with Pre-Screening

TruCare maximizes IT investments by integrating with the systems you  use today. Clinical 
criteria, claims administration and EMR/EHR, Care Management systems and provider 
authorization system integrations create efficiency and centralized data. 

Unite Disparate Business Systems

Meet HEDIS and Regulatory 
Requirements
Casenet provides TruCare to NCQA-
certified organizations covering 
millions of members, monitors 
industry sources to anticipate the  
compliance needs of clients, and 
provides tools for defining workflows, 
due dates/turnaround  times in 
accordance with requirements.

TruCare’s Business Rules Engine 
(BRE) drives internal/ external 
authorization workflow based on 
your rules, decreasing claims errors 
and rework, avoiding unnecessary 
utilization, and increasing 
standardization.

Integrate Workflow and Task Management

TruCare automatically provides users with 
the most appropriate tools, next-steps, 
rules, and templates, which eliminates 
time spent searching, reduces instances of 
error, and increases efficiency.

Streamline Productivity 



All prospective, concurrent, and retrospective review processes   are integrated and 
performed within the authorization record. Users access prior reviews and document clinical 
review notes, utilize integrated clinical guidelines, and finalize determinations based on the 
review. Concurrent review is customized by line of business using Differential Care 
Management as a framework to drive workflow based on member segmentation.

Support for all Reviews

TruCare Structured Notes captures data to meet requirements while users easily configure 
and auto-generate template-driven Microsoft Word- based letters.  Or, the system can 
integrate with your correspondence management system for distribution.

Easy Documentation and Letter Generation 

TruCare facilitates data collection and notification at the authorization  detail level, 
including receipt acknowledgments, turnaround times, notifications, correspondence, 
documents, and tasks. 

Thorough Appeals and Grievances

TruCare includes dozens of standard reports and offers custom reporting to meet unique 
customer requirements. Real-time  dashboards present authorization reports with specific 
requirements and rules associated to the report detail.

Comprehensive Reporting 

TruCare provides native API integration with 
Change Healthcare’s InterQual® Connect 
and MCG’s CareWebQI®. Users 
automatically launch out of TruCare and 
into InterQual or CareWebQI the  
authorization record. Clinical guidelines and 
associated determination details are 
automatically populated back to the 
TruCare authorization.

Integrated Evidence-based Decision Making

Components of TruCare UM

TruCare’s Business Rules Engine (BRE) defines turnaround times for review types and 
defines the queue or task list to which a task is automated. The BRE also automates 
approvals for requests by creating rules about the providers, diagnoses, procedures or 
services, and thresholds. 

Automated Authorization


